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Release Notes 

IQS Trubox v.1.17.9 

June 13, 2018 

 

EARLY ANNOUNCEMENT 
Due to IQS security updates within the future release of IQS Trubox™ v.1.18, an SSL certificate is 

necessary for both on-premise and hosted IQS installation. Your organization will need to provision 

for the required certificate and for the needed proxy server. More details will be provided as the 

release draws near. Contact IQS Technical Support support@iqs.com with any questions. 

 

NEW 

Document Mover Integration of third party application files, word, excel, etc., with IQS to 

manage the revision control process.  IQS Change Requests trigger a 

revision archiving process, the document mover manages the archived and 

current version of the “linked” files and keeps them synchronized to IQS 

revision levels and dates. 
 

Supplier Audit Consolidates the processes of planning, scheduling, and conducting 

audits. The information is on one single system accessible by both you and 

your suppliers, enabling visibility and driving accountability into upstream 

process and product quality. 

 

Skip Lot Allows you to easily perform skip-lot sampling and integrates with your 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system. In skip-lot sampling, you 

establish the initial pass/fail inspection criteria, and then data points are 

collected based on your defined inspection plans through manual data 

collection. Given the results of the collection points, lot inspection criteria 

can be automatically escalated or de-escalated depending on vendor 

performance.  

 

 

CURRENT BUGS 

TRUBOX-3363 If a current document has linked and embedded files attached, the 

Document Mover process will fail. 

 

TRUBOX-3362 When closing a Change Request for a Skill or Document record that is 

associated to a Job Description or Training Course, the Job Description or 
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Training Course archive records will duplicate after processing the Archive 

Wizard.  

 

TRUBOX-3315 Inserting a Document Change Request before associating a Document 

does not bring over the Document’s attachments. 

 

TRUBOX-3293 There is an inconsistency with New User and Password Reset emails not 

sending. 

 

 

FIXES 

ACTIVITY LOG 

TRUBOX-3126 Fixed an issue where double clicking on a record in the Activity Log was 

causing the message ‘Cannot Find Node ID’ to appear. 

 

TRUBOX-1291 Fixed an issue where if a task field was configured in a child record (work 

assignment, approved by), the link posted to the user’s calendar would not 

open the record window.  

 

 

AUDIT 

TRUBOX-3208 Fixed an issue where Auditor and Auditee child records were not read only 

after saving.  

 

TRUBOX-2748 Fixed an issue where Nonconformances created from the Wizard menu 

from an Audit Result Question did not show up as a related record in the 

main Audit Result form. 

 

 

CALIBRATIONS 

TRUBOX-3211 Fixed an issue in Check In/Out where the Device ID was not allowed to be 

selected if the clock was stopped. 

 

TRUBOX-2786 Fixed an issue where the Check In By field was causing and error message 

upon save if a value was entered. 

 

TRUBOX-2750 Fixed an issue where when failing a Calibrations record during the Insert 

process, it was not asking the user to post a Nonconformance. 

 

TRUBOX-2518 Fixed an issue where Increment Used and Times As Of fields were missing 

from the Device Usage tab. 
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TRUBOX-2443 MySQL Issue Only. Fixed an issue where copying a Calibration -> 

Calibrations record was causing an error.  

 

TRUBOX-1814 Fixed an issue where the File Name was not populating next to the 

attachment upload screen after the first attachment added. 

 

TRUBOX-1209 Fixed an issue where the Char No and Variable Standard fields were not 

resetting upon changing the Product ID field value. 

 

 

CONTROL PANEL 

TRUBOX-2632 Fixed an issue where a password reset email was not sending to a user if 

they had not set up their security questions at the time of account creation. 

A message will now display stating to contact their administrator for 

assistance. 

 

TRUBOX-2411 Fixed an issue when creating a new user, the form would remember the 

last user you edited and display their information.  

 

TRUBOX-2220 Fixed an issue where filtering roles assigned to user and selecting a few to 

remove would cause all the user’s roles to be removed except for the ones 

that were left deselected during the filter search. 

 

TRUBOX-1270 Fixed an issue where Description and Work Assignment Type columns were 

not displaying in the Work Assignment import wizard grid. 

 

 

CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT 

TRUBOX-2830 Fixed an issue where the Subject Type field was missing from the Customer 

Communications form. 

 

 

DOCUMENT CONTROL 

TRUBOX-3203 Fixed an issue where adding an Embedded Child Grid (History) field was 

causing random document IDs to appear in the child grid upon inserting a 

new parent record.  

 

TRUBOX-3120 Renamed Document Management to Document Control. 

 

 

EXPORT 

TRUBOX-2810 Fixed an issue where exporting certain list grids was not populating data. 
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TRUBOX-2263 Fixed an issue where users not part of an organization were still able to see 

records from all organizations when exporting a list grid. 

 

 

FORM CONFIGURATION 

TRUBOX-3087 Fixed an issue where the Set Value action in a Form Rule for a user ID field 

was not saving in the database. 

 

TRUBOX-2803 Fixed an issue where Embedded Child Object options were not consistently 

appearing as available to insert in Form Configuration.  

 

TRUBOX-1711 Fixed an issue where a user could not add fields to a custom grid’s form 

configuration. 

 

TRUBOX-1626 Fixed an issue where hiding rich text controls from a rich text field property 

was still displaying a gray bar when viewed in a record. 

 

 

INSPECTION & SPC 

TRUBOX-2223 Fixed an issue where the first Inspection Archive version was not fully read 

only when viewing through the View History option. 

 

TRUBOX-2156 Fixed an issue where Data Collection characteristics were not inheriting the 

sort preference from the Inspection Plan. 

 

 

MAINTENANCE 

TRUBOX-2339 Fixed an issue where inserting a Supplier and keeping the Default 

checkbox set to false was causing the session to hang. 

 

TRUBOX-2326 Fixed an issue where Reactive Work Order records were closing 

immediately when setting the Closed checkbox to true. 

 

TRUBOX-2319 Fixed an issue where the Equipment ID was still editable after the record 

had been created. 

 

 

MISCELLANEOUS 

TRUBOX-3277 Fixed an issue where deleted records were still showing in search results. 

 

TRUBOX-3249 Fixed an issue where the Effective Date field in the Archive window was 

defaulting its value to the system clock instead of displaying a blank field.  
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TRUBOX-3158 Fixed an issue where adding a “not equal” filter to a field and saving the 

view as the default view was causing the text fields to disappear from the 

list grid.  

 

TRUBOX-2633 Fixed an issue where unchecking and rechecking the copy options during a 

Copy operation was not copying the child records. 

 

TRUBOX-2541 Fixed an issue in Global Search where a User was able to search for a 

record and find it even if it was not part of the Organization.  

 

 

NONCONFORMANCE 

TRUBOX-2332 Fixed an issue where the initial Quantity Accepted value was displaying as 

0 or blank rather than the value entered in the Lot Size field. 

 

TRUBOX-2331 Fixed an issue where the NCM Traceability tab had missing fields in its 

form maintenance screen. 

 

 

PRODUCT MAINTENANCE 

TRUBOX-3044 Fixed an issue where Characteristic’s Inspection Plan tab information 

entered was not automatically posting to the Parts / Process Numbers child 

view in a Control Plan record. 

 

TRUBOX-2695 Fixed an issue where Archiving a Product Change Request with an 

associated Control Plan was not pushing the revision information to the 

Control Plan record. 

 

 

QUALITY PLANNING 

TRUBOX-2859 Fixed an issue where Sign Off records were not copying. 

 

 

SUPPLIER QUALITY 

TRUBOX-3147 Fixed an issue where the Quality Costs option was missing from the Copy 

Record feature in Supplier Communications. 

 

TRUBOX-2442 Fixed an issue where the Supplier Family child form had no form defined at 

the time of an insert. 
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TRAINING 

TRUBOX-3304 Fixed an issue where the Attendance Wizard was failing if a Training 

Course Schedule had 40 or more sign ups. 

 

TRUBOX-3303 Fixed an issue where Quality Costs were causing the Attendance Wizard to 

fail and display an error. 

 

TRUBOX-3241 Fixed an issue when using the Training Course Wizard was causing the 

Quiz record to have two default attachments if both the Quiz record and 

Training Course record had default attachments. 

 

TRUBOX-3122 Fixed an issue where Quiz Result records were not being displayed when 

using Global Search. 

 

TRUBOX-3073 Fixed an issue where the Employee Sign Up Wizard was not automatically 

populating the class size in the Training Course record as well as 

incorrectly inserting the Planned Start Date in the Actual Start Date field. 

 

TRUBOX-3071 Fixed an issue where the Training Course ID revision information was not 

updating when Archiving or closing a Skill Change Request. 

 

TRUBOX-3070 Fixed an issue where the Job Description ID revision information was not 

updating when Archiving or closing a Skill Change Request. 

 

TRUBOX-3068 Fixed an issue where the Training Course ID revision information was not 

updating when Archiving or closing a Document Change Request. 

 

TRUBOX-3066 Fixed an issue where the Job Description ID revision information was not 

updating when Archiving or closing a Document Change Request. 

 

TRUBOX-2993 Fixed an issue in Quiz Results where Hours Remaining was not populating 

a default value of ‘0’. 

 

TRUBOX-2837 Fixed an issue where archiving a Training Course that had a Quiz 

associated to it was not correctly archiving the Quiz question answers. 

 

TRUBOX-2665 Fixed an issue where the Employee Training Wizard was not launching 

after archive of a skill with associated employee records. 

 

TRUBOX-2507 Fixed an issue where when setting a Training Course Attendance record to 

passed before the initial save/create was not prompting the Document and 

Skills post message. 

 

 

WORKSPACE 

TRUBOX-2454 Fixed an issue where the Report Tile Icon was a broken image link. 

 


